Resolution on the Role of State Regulatory Policies in the Development of Federal
Environmental Regulations1
WHEREAS, The National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC)
recognizes that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is engaged in the development
of public health and environmental regulations that will directly affect the electric power sector;
and
WHEREAS, EPA is expected to promulgate regulations to be implemented by State
environmental regulators concerning the interstate transport of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
oxides, cooling water intake, emissions of hazardous air pollutants and greenhouse gases, release
of toxic and thermal pollution into waterways, and management of coal combustion solid waste;
and
WHEREAS, NARUC at this time takes no position regarding the merits of these EPA
rulemakings; and
WHEREAS, Such regulations under consideration by EPA could pose significant challenges for
the electric power sector, with respect to the economic burden, the feasibility of implementation
by the contemplated deadlines and the maintenance of system reliability; and
WHEREAS, EPA is expected to provide opportunities for public comment and input with
respect to forthcoming regulations; and
WHEREAS, Compliance with forthcoming environmental regulations will affect consumers
differently depending upon each State’s electricity market and the nature of the decisions made
by State regulators; and
WHEREAS, Addressing compliance with multiple regulatory requirements at the same time
may help to reduce overall compliance costs and minimize risk assuming reasonable flexibility
with respect to deadlines; and
WHEREAS, State utility regulators are well positioned to evaluate risks and benefits of various
resource options through policies that appropriately account for and mitigate the risks arising
from compliance with pending regulations; and
WHEREAS, Cooperation between utility commissions and environmental regulators can
promote greater policy coordination and integration and improve the quality and effectiveness of
electricity sector regulation; and
WHEREAS, State utility regulators, by working with the power sector and State and federal
environmental regulators, can help to facilitate least-cost compliance with public health and
environmental goals; and
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Based upon Resolution on Implications of Climate Policy for Ratepayers and Public Utilities, adopted by
NARUC Board of Directors on July 18, 2007.

WHEREAS, State utility regulators can help to minimize environmental risk as well as
uncertainty regarding reliability and customer rate impacts by requesting regulated utilities with
fossil generation to develop plans that evaluate all relevant environmental rulemakings at U.S.
EPA; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the Board of Directors of the National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners, convened at its 2011 Winter Committee Meetings in Washington D.C., urges
the EPA to ensure that, as it develops public health and environmental programs, it will:
•

Avoid compromising energy system reliability;

•

Seek ways to minimize cost impacts to consumers;

•

Ensure that its actions do not impair the availability of adequate electricity and natural
gas resources;

•

Consider cumulative economic and reliability impacts in the process of developing
multiple environmental rulemakings that impact the electricity sector;

•

Recognize the needs of States and regions to deploy a diverse portfolio of cost-effective
supply-side and demand-side resources based on the unique circumstances of each State
and region;

•

Encourage the development of innovative, multi-pollutant solutions to emissions
challenges as well as collaborative research and development efforts in conjunction with
the U.S. Department of Energy;

•

Employ rigorous cost-benefit analyses consistent with federal law, in order to ensure
sound public policy outcomes;

•

Provide an appropriate degree of flexibility and timeframes for compliance that
recognizes the highly localized and regional nature of the provision of electricity services
in the U.S;

•

Engage in timely and meaningful dialog with State energy regulators in pursuit of these
objectives; and

•

Recognize and account for, where possible, State or regional efforts already undertaken
to address environmental challenges; and be it further

RESOLVED, That NARUC urges State utility regulators to actively engage with State and
federal environmental regulators and to take other appropriate actions in furtherance of the goals
of this resolution.
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